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How far away is Saturn from the Sun?

Saturnâ€™s distance from the Sun is 1.4 billion km. The exact number
for Saturnâ€™s average distance from the Sun is 1,433,449,370 km.

www.universetoday.com/44527/saturns-distance-from-the-sun/
How Far is Saturn from the Sun? - Universe Today

PEOPLE ALSO ASK

Saturn
Planet

Saturn is the sixth planet from the Sun and
the second-largest in the Solar System,
after Jupiter. It is a gas giant with an
average radius about nine times that of
Earth. It has only one-eighth the averaâ€¦

Wikipedia

Radius: 36,184 miles (58,232 km)

Surface area: 16.49 billion sq miles (42.70
billion km²)

Orbital distance: 890,704,128 miles (1.43
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Orbital distance: 890,704,128 miles (1.43
billion km)

Orbital order: 6

Orbital period: 29.46 years

Gravity: 34.25 feet/s² (10.44 m/s²)
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What is the distance from Earth to Saturn?



How far is Saturn from?



How Far is Saturn from the Sun? - Universe Today
https://www.universetoday.com/44527/saturns-distance-from-the-sun

How many au is Saturn from Earth?

https://www.universetoday.com/44527/saturns-distance-from-the-sun/


Orbital period: 29.4571 yr, 10,759.22 â€¦
Surface pressure: 140 kPa
Average orbital speed: 9.68 km/s (6.01 m…

Status: Resolved Answers: 7

https://www.universetoday.com/44527/saturns-distance-from-the-sun
Saturnâ€™s distance from the Sun is 1.4 billion km. The exact number for Saturnâ€™s
average distance from the Sun is 1,433,449,370 km. The exact number for Saturnâ€™s
average distance from the Sun is 1,433,449,370 km.

How Far Away is Saturn? - Space.com
https://www.space.com/18477-how-far-away-is-saturn.html
Saturn averages 886 million miles (1.4 billion km) from the sun, nine and a half times
Earth's average distance. At its farthest (aphelion), Saturn hovers 934 million miles (1.5
billion km) from the sun; at its closest (perihelion), the distance to Saturn from the sun is
"only" 839 million miles (1.4 billion km).

What is the distance between Saturn and the sun in ...
www.answers.com › â€¦ › The Solar System › Planet Earth
May 29, 2018 · The average distance from the Earth to the Sun is the definition of "one
astronomical unit" (1 AU). The AU is used to give a ready comparison of distances in the
solar system, â€¦ mostly the orbits of outer planets or comets. It is equal to about
149,597,871 km or 93,955,807.3 miles.

How far is Saturn from the Sun - Answers.com May 30, 2018

What is the distance between Saturn and the Sun - AnswersMay 21, 2018

How far is Saturn from the sun in astronomical units?

What is Saturn's distance from the sun in AU? - Answers.com

See more results

Saturn - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saturn
The average distance between Saturn and the Sun is over 1.4 billion kilometers (9 AU).
With an average orbital speed of 9.68 km/s, it takes Saturn 10,759 Earth days (or about
29 1 â�„ 2 years) to finish one revolution around the Sun. As a consequence, it forms a
near 5:2 mean-motion resonance with Jupiter.

Physical characteristics · Orbit and rotation · Natural satellites

Solar System Data - Georgia State University
hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/Solar/soldata3.html
Mean distance from Sun: 9.582 AU = 1.433x10 9 km: Maximum distance from Sun:
10.044 AU=1.503x10 9 km: Minimum distance from Sun: 9.014 AU=1.348x10 9 km:
Mean orbital velocity:

How Far Are The Planets From The Sun? - Universe
Today
https://www.universetoday.com/.../how-far-are-the-planets-from-the-sun
For this reason, astronomers often use a term called astronomical unit, representing the
distance from the Earth to the Sun. The table below (first created by Universe Today
founder Fraser Cain in 2008) shows all the planets and their distance to the Sun, as well
as how close these planets get to Earth.

Saturn Facts - The Planet Saturn - Saturn For Kids
www.planetsforkids.org › Planets
Saturn is 886 million miles, or 1426 million kilometres, from the Sun. Distances from the
Sun are measured in Astronomical Units (AU). The Earth is the standard unit, and is one
AU from the Sun, so an AU equals 150 million kilometres (93 million miles), the distance
of the Earth from the Sun. Saturn is 9.5 AU from the Sun.

How many astronomical units is Saturn from the sun ...
https://answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20131018151200AAI1krm
Oct 18, 2013 · Saturnâ€™s distance from the Sun is 1.4 billion km. The exact number
for Saturnâ€™s average distance from the Sun is 1,433,449,370 km. Astronomers use
another measurement tool for calculating distance in the Solar System called
â€œastronomical unitsâ€�. 1 astronomical unit is the average distance from the Earth to
the Sun; â€¦

Planets - Zoom Astronomy - Enchanted Learning
www.enchantedlearning.com/subjects/astronomy/planets
All about the planets in our Solar System. The planets that orbit the sun are (in order from
the sun): Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto (a

https://www.space.com/18477-how-far-away-is-saturn.html
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the sun): Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto (a
dwarf planet or plutoid).

Distances Between the Planets of the Solar System â€¢
â€¦
https://theplanets.org/distances-between-planets
The distances between planets will vary depending on where each planet is in its orbit
around the Sun. Sometimes the distances will be closer and other times they will be
farther away. The reason for this is that the planets have elliptical orbits and none of them
are perfect circles. As an example, the distance between the planet Mercury and â€¦

Saturn Statistics - Windows to the Universe
https://www.windows2universe.org/saturn/statistics.html
Saturn Image Archive. Comparative Planetary Statistics -- in table form . Comparative
Orbital Statistics -- in table form . Actual Distance to Earth. News from NSF: A Newly
Discovered Solar System Contains Scaled-Down Versions of Saturn â€¦

Astronomical unit - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Astronomical_units
The astronomical unit (symbol: au, ua, or AU) is a unit of length, roughly the distance
from Earth to the Sun.However, that distance varies as Earth orbits the Sun, from a
maximum to a minimum and back again once a year.Originally conceived as the average
of Earth's aphelion and perihelion, it was defined exactly as 149 597 870 700 metres â€¦

History of symbol usage · Development of unit ... · Usage and significance
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